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Message from our Chairman 

 

Firstly, and most importantly, I hope that you and those close to you are managing to keep safe 

and healthy in these unusual times.  Our thanks to those members who have volunteered to help 

others with shopping and essential supplies.  We would normally have just held our AGM, 

currently postponed until the autumn, at which we would update you; this message is intended to 

keep you all informed. 
 

Your committee has been busy working on putting together both our programme (thanks Ken 

Burney) and the new season’s brochure (thanks Pat Rose); with a full programme, starting again in 

September.  As I write, we have one speaker date to fill, but, to remind you, speakers signed up so 

far (in speaking order) are Derek Pringle, Dennis Amiss, Malcolm Lorimer – talking about Cardus, 

Vic Marks, Alan Wilkins, a special evening with Stephen Chalke and John Barclay, and cricket 

author and collector, Mark Rowe. 
 

Ian Randall has been co-opted on to the Committee, pending confirmation by the AGM, following 

Martin Renshaw’s indication that he wished to step down from the Committee at the AGM. 

Thanks to Martin for his wisdom and good work as Society Secretary, and welcome Ian. 
 

Thanks also to those members who have renewed – we have extended “the early bird” discounted 

subscription rate deadline to July 1
st

 this year.  Despite the situation I encourage everyone to 

renew; your subscriptions will be adjusted for any postponed resumption.  Details of how to 

renew are given in on our website (Home Page, RHS, bottom left); there is no need to send back a 

form, just make your payment in the most convenient way – make sure though that it is clear who 

you are and tell us of any change in contact details.  Members can be confident that their 

subscriptions will contribute, as usual, to the presentation of our cricket evenings, whenever the 

restart takes place, as we have few costs that aren’t directly related to our cricket evenings. 
 

Mentioning restarting, we await appropriate advice from the government and from our host 

venue, the Victory Club, before we can consider resumption.  If we are allowed to resume, but 

with social distancing, the Victory Club ballroom will accommodate perhaps only half the number 

of members that customarily attend meetings.  We will consider all possible alternatives, but the 

default position will be to resume only when we can safely do so in our normal manner. 
 

We also await whatever can be retrieved of this 2020 cricket season: there are no certainties but 

indications to date are that international cricket may resume in July, behind closed doors.  Many 

things need to happen before that’s confirmed, not least that the international teams (West Indies 

and Pakistan) are both happy and allowed to travel as well as the domestic rates of infection 

continuing to fall, plus the logistical challenges of securing venues as much as possible. 
 

The ECB has announced that county cricket, if it is played, will focus on those games that are most 

lucrative – namely white ball games, especially T20, but again, if there are no crowds allowed, 

much of the financial justification is lost. 
 

Cancellation of the Cheltenham Festival was announced yesterday; very sad but not unexpected 

news, meaning that any Gloucestershire matches this season will be played at Bristol, should 

conditions permit. 
 

The common theme of most of what I’ve written about here is social distancing and its 

consequences – whether for Society evenings or watching cricket itself. At the moment we are 

bound by it, but the situation will change and once it does we will respond to that and 

communicate again. 
 

Stay safe 

Chris Coleman, CCS Chairman 


